How to find us?

By car (A9 motorway)

Coming from Geneva: take the direction “Lausanne-Nord – Simplon - Grand St-Bernard”. Leave the motorway at “Lausanne – Vennes, Hôpitaux”.

Coming from Bern, Fribourg, Vevey: leave the motorway at “Lausanne-Vennes, Hôpitaux”.

On leaving the motorway and joining the Bern road, take the direction “Bern - Moudon” and then turn right in the direction of the “P+R Vennes” car park. Biopole 2 (B2) - IUMSP is the large building on the left.

Using GPS, enter 540190154780

Parking-Relais P+R Vennes, Route de Berne 150, 1010 Lausanne.

By public transport

Take Lausanne Metro (underground - subway system) line M2 (from the CFF railway station) in the direction of Croisettes and get off the train at the Vennes Metro station. Biopole 2 (SV-A) - IUMSP is the large building on the left of the Metro exit.